
Visually Communicating Design



What is Panoram CGI?

A full service visualization company providing quality marketing material 
to architects, interior designers, real estate developers and advertising 
agencies to graphically convey their designs to clients. 

Simply, we communicate design.



3D Photo-Realistic Rendering

Architectural Movie (flythrough and walk-
through presentation) 

Interactive panoramic walkthrough. (360 
view of space.) Virtual Tours

Our Process...Services... The Benefits...

Client provides supporting documents. 
Floor plans, Photographs, sketches, etc 

Client provides supporting Design Documents. 
- FF&E SelectionSpecification
- Material Selection
- Artwork, Etc.

We will start the 3D modeling phase. We will provide 
first white clay draft for your approval. 

Tailored Service. Trained designer and 3D artist are 
with you every step of the way.

Minimize Revisions by working with design experts 
who understands design pricnciples

3D Visualization is a great strategy to be integrated in 
the design process by testing paint colors, fabrics and 
furnitures. 

We will start Final Rendering Phase. We will provide 
final still image for your approval. 



White Clay Render

What is a white clay render? Benefits of white clay render?

Final Render

White clay renderings is a pre-render that illustrates overall modeling concepts of a design. Its a good 
way to understand overall scale, size and proportion in relation to its environement before any materials 
and finishes are applied. In the pre-render phase, designers can confirm the scene camera angle, knowing 
that they will render the best view.   

• Test view angles before proceeding to final stage
• Review Architectural components for modeling accuracy
• Visualize scale, size and proporational realtionships



Tips and Strategies to maximize your benefits of using 3D Visualization services as part of your design process.

1. In most cases, your clients will cover the cost of 3D Visualization services as 
a reimburseable expense aside from your interior design fee. It is best to include 
professional 3D services as a additional services in your design proposal so your not 
paying out of pocket when the client request them. 

4. Partnership opportunitiy is available. Using Panoram CGI as your CGI consultant 
will maximize your value for the lowest price available. To qualify for a partnership 
and reduce price per image, there is a minumum requirement of 10 renderings per 
month. Contact us for more details.

Panoram CGI experience in all design sectors

1. Hospitality             2. Commercial               3. Multi-Family             4. Retail       

5. Single-Family        6. Outdoor Living         7.  Workplace                 8. Education

9. Aviation                 10. Restaurants (F&B)  11. Marine

2. Want to add more value to your clients? Include 3D professional visualization 
services in your proposal and charge a premium for high quality showcase design. 
By outsourcing 3D visualization services to Panoram CGI, you will add value with 
minimal revisions from your clients and streamline the client approval process. 

3. Re-identify your firms brand by showcasing high quality photorealistic visuals 
from your current and past projects to all marketing platforms. Marketing is every-
thing. Let us help you get there. 

“Take your DESIGN PROCESS to the NEXT LEVEL”

Get the Competetive Edge your Studio Needs 



Their work is simply flawless!!! Great work, very professional and always on-time. 
The images are just breath-taking. Definitely will be reaching out to them on future 
projects - Helenza Sanchez, Interior Design Studio

They are really great to work with, renderings are beautiful and very realistic, I 
highly recommend using them for your project.

- Leesa Conley Harding, Conley Design Studio

“Basil and his team did an outstanding job on ten beautiful Renderings. Their 
ability to visually grasp concepts of their clients is impressive. I gave them detailed 
instructions as to what was expected. I anticipated 3-5 edits before we came to 
the final version.  In nearly all cases that was accomplished in two edits, Talent like 
this is very difficult to find.  Given the opportunity I suggest you take advantage of 
Panoram.” - David Semas, Sierra Dorado Development

“Basil and his team at Panoram are not only incredibly talented and a joy to work 
with, they are also dedicated to their craft and to the delight of their clients. Their 
work is stunning.”
 - Daniela K , Beam Studios

See what customers are saying about Panoram CGI... 



At  Panoram CGI, we understand how difficult it can be to meet homeowner expecta-
tions and worry about the cost of physically staging your listing. We want to find a way 
that would not only show a empty space elegantly, but also save money in the process. We 
meets your expectations.  

VIRTUAL STAGING 

BEFORE AFTER

Why Virtual  Stage the Existing Spaces?

• Streamline the Design process with your client
• Reach Approvals quicker without countless revisions 
• Get the Competitive Edge with 
• Less cost to you as the designer
•  Higher Sale Price 
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www.panoramcgi.com

We appreciate your consideration.

follow us

Contact:

Basil Valderrama
bvalderrama@panoramcgi.com

(561) 335- 0598 | (561) 667-8837 


